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40 Claims. 

The invention relates to mattress-ñlling ma 
chines. 
The objects of the invention are to provide an 

improved mattress-filling machine which com 
5 prises: a series of longitudinal driven conveyor 

members which are spaced apart transversely 
and form a bed for the filling-material and are 
adapted to engage and compress the filling-ma 
terial and deliver it to the spout-section; a series 
of longitudinal transversely spaced driven con 
veyors for the filling-material which are trans 
versely adjustable for filling mattresses of diiîer 
ent widths; a spout-section for insertion into the 
mattress-casing, which is composed of longitudi 

15ïnal endless conveyors for delivering the ñlling 
into the casing without disarranging the com 
pressed Íilling; a spout-section which is com 
posed of longitudinal driven conveyors which are 
transversely adjustable for mattresses of dif 

20 'ferent widths; a compressor-section composed of 
upper and lower longitudinal driven conveyors 
which are both inclined relatively to the bed to 
uniformly compress the filling-material from 
above and below towards the center of the mass 
`to avoid disarranging the iilling-material, par 
ticularly when it includes a spring-structure or 
center; longitudinal driven conveyors which are 
transversely spaced apart and adjustable, the out 
vtermost of which carry the sides for holding the 
`material on the bed, so that when the width of the 
bed is .adjusted the sides will be transversely con 
tracted and expanded with the conveyors and so 
that when the machine is adjusted for a narrow 
mattress, the sides and the outermost conveyor 
members will leave the space at the sides of the 
machine clear for the operator’s accessto theñlling 
material on the bed; longitudinal units, which are 
transversely adjustable and include driven con 
veyors for advancing the mass from the bed, for 
compressing the material and delivering it into 
the mattress; conveying elements consisting of 
chains which engage the filler and which are 
supported in channel-bars over which the filler 
travels; improved means for equidistantly spac 
ing and adjusting driven conveyors for ñlling 
mattresses of different Widths; an improved con 
struction for quickly, evenly and efficiently ñlling 
the tick or casing; and other objects which will 
appear from the detail description. 
The invention consists in the several novel 

features which are hereinafter set forth and are 
more particularly defined by claims at the con 
clusion hereof. . 

In the drawings: Fig. l is a plan of a machine 
embodying the invention. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal 
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(Cl. 22S-«45) 
section. Fig. 3 is a transverse section through 
the conveyors of the lower compressor section. 
Fig. 4 is a detail side elevation of one of the 
longitudinal units. Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sec 
tion through the compressor and spout-sections. 
Fig. 6 is a section on line 6--5 of Fig. 5. Fig. 7 
is a detail longitudinal section through a portion 
of one of the bars of the spout-section. Fig. 8 
is a plan of the parts shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 9 
is a transverse section on line 9_3 of Fig. 5. 
Fig. 10 is a transverse section illustrating the 
screw and mechanism for transverse adjustment 
of the lower conveyor members. Figs. 11 and 11a 
are perspectives of portions of one of the upper 
compressor-units. Figs. 12 and l2a are perspec 
tives of one of the lower units. Figs. 13 and 14 
are partial side elevations viewed from opposite 
sides respectively. Fig. 15 is a section on line 
l5-l5 of Fig. 5. Fig. 16 is a View illustrating 
the connecting members shown in Fig. l5 separ 
ated. 
The invention is exempliñed in a machine for 

ñlling mattresses which is carried in a framework 
comprising standards 23, 2|, 22, cross-plate 23, 
cross-bar 24 connecting legs 29, cross-bars 25, 
26 connecting legs 2|, cross-bars 2l, 28 connect 
ing legs 22, side-plates 29, 3G connecting legs 2lv 
and 22, and crossed-braces 3i between legs 2|! 
and bar 26, all rigidly secured together to form 
a supporting structure. 
The machine comprises a conveyor-section 

which serves as a bed «for receiving the ñlling 
material, a compressor-section with upper and 
lower convergent conveyors and a spout-section. 
The receiving-section comprises a transverse 
series of longitudinal driven conveyor-chains 32. 
The compressor-section comprises a lower trans 
verse series of longitudinal driven conveyor 
chains 33, which receive the filling-material from 
the conveyors 32, and a corresponding upper 
transverse series of longitudinal driven conveyor 
chains 63. The spout-section comprises a lower 
series of longitudinal endless conveyor-chains 3d 
and a corresponding upper series of longitudinal 
endless conveyor-chains 66, the upper and lower 
chains being adapted to enter the mattress-cas 
ing to deliver the compressed material into it. 
A single carrier or support serves as a mount 

ing for each set of longitudinally-aligned chains 
32, 33, and 34. These carriers, with the con 
veyor-chains supported thereby, are spaced apart 
and adjustable transversely, so they can be spread 
or brought together for filling mattresses oi dif 
ferent widths. Each lower 4corner consists of a 
Channel-bar 35 for supporting and guiding the 
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the filling-material. 

upper reach of chain 32, a lower channel-bar 
36 foruguiding the lower reach of chainy 32, spac 
ing-blocks `31 between bars 35, 36, an inclined 
channel-bar 38 for guiding the upper reach of 
compressor-chain 33, an inclined lower bar 39, 
`plates 40 ñxed to bars 35, 36, plates 4| fixed to 
bars 38, 39, splice-plates 42 between plates 40, 
4|, a channel-bar-'43 for guiding the upper reach 
`of chain 34, and plates 44 between bars 43, 38, 
and 39, all of which are fixedly secured together. 
Each chain 32 is driven by a sprocket 46 which 
is splined to and slidable on a transverse shaft 
41 and passes around an idler 48 journaled in a 
bearing fixed on the under side of bar 35. Each 
sprocket 46 is confined between plates 48 so'it 
will slide transversely with its carrier. Eacíh 
lower compressor-chain 33'is driven by a sprock 
et 49 which is splined to and ‘slidable on a trans 
verse shaft 50 and confined between plates 4| 
so the chain and sprocket will move transversely  
with its carrier. The front loop of chain 33 ex 
tends around a nose-on the front end of bar 
38. Each chain 34 is driven by a sprocket 5| 
which is slidable on and splined to a transverse 
shaft 52 and is confined between plates 44 of the 
unit. 'I'he front loop of chain` 34'passes around 
a nose-piece l53 on the front end of bar 43. An 
idler 54 guides the lower reach of chain 34 to 
retain it in close proximity to the bar 43,.¿ Plates 
40 and 4| are separably connected by splice 
Vplates 42 to permit the delivery-section to be 
separated from the compressor and spout-sec 
tions in shipment of the machine. Conveyor 
chains 32 are omitted from the outermost carriers 
>because they are unnecessary. 

. The _conveyor-chains and upper guide-bars of 
thelower carriers constitute al bed for retaining 

Side-plates 45 for retaining 
the filling-material in the receiving, compress 
ing and spout-sections, are fixedly secured to the 

f outermost bars 35, 38, and 43, so they will be mov 
able transversely with said bars when the carriers 
and conveyors are adjusted transversely for dif 
ferent widths of mattresses.` An attribute- of this 
construction is that when the lower longitudinal 
conveyors are adjusted transversely for different 
widths of mattresses, these sides 45 will move in 
wardly with the bars on .the outermost carriers 
so that there will be no portion of the bed pro 
jecting beyond said sides when the bed is con 
tracted for narrow mattresses. This makes it 
possible for the operator to stand close to the 
contracted sides and to facilitate the handling of 
the filling in placing it on the bed and between 
the sides. , ’ 

The longitudinally-aligned upper conveyor 
chains of the spout and compressor-sections are 
likewise mounted in unitary carriers for trans 
verse adjustment simultaneously with the lower 
conveyor-units, Each upper carrier comprises a 
lower channeled guide-bar 58 for the lower reach 
of conveyor-chain 63, an upper bar 60, bearing 
plates 59, 6|, between said bars, and a channel 
bar 62 »for the upper spout conveyor-chain 66. 
Each upper compressor-chain 63 is driveny by a 
sprocket 64 which is confined between and jour 
naled in plates 59 and is splined to and slidable on 
a cross-shaft 1|. Each chain 63 extends around 
an idler 65 which is carried between plates |ì|.Y 
Each upper spout conveyor-chain 66 is driven by 
a sprocket 51 which is confinedy between and jour 
naled in plates 6| and is slidable on and splined 

' to a cross-shaft 12, From sprocket 61, chain 66 
extends under and along channel-bar 62, thence 
around a nose-piece 68 on thel` front end of Asaid 

2,110,359 
bar and thence under an idler roller 69 journaled 
in plate 6|. , 

Side-plates 18 are fìxedly secured to the carriers 
for the outermostv upper conveyor-units to con 
fine the filling-material to the compressor and 
spout-sections, so they will be movable trans 
versely with said carriers when the latter are 
adjusted for different widths of mattresses. 

'I'he construction described exemplifies a bed 
for the filling-material, which is composed of 
chains and bars which are spaced apart so that 
the material is carried forward with a minimum 
of frictional resistance in its passage through the 
machine. It also exemplifies driven endless de 
livery, compressor, and spout conveyors which are 
mounted in, and movable with, transversely ad 
justable carriers for varying the operative width 
of the machine. It also exempliñes series of longi 
tudinal driven conveyors for successively deliver 
ing filling-material, compressing it, and discharg 
ing it into a mattress-casing. ` , 
The chains 32 and bars 35 of the receiving 

section are horizontal. The lower compressor 
chains 33 are inclined upwardly from the point 
to which the chains 32 deliver the material to the 
lower spout-chains 34. The upper conveyor- y 
chains 63 are correspondingly inclined down 
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wardly ̀ from the points where the top of themass" 
of material encounters them to the upper spout 

` chain 66. By thus inclining both the upper and 
lower compressor-conveyors, the filling-material 
will be compressed equally from the top andthe  
bottom to preserve the longitudinal arrangement 
of thel filling during its compression, and this is 
of importance, particularly when a spring-center 
is used. , The upper and lower compressor-chains 
are driven at a slightly faster rate of travel than 
the chains 32 and the spout-chains 36 to com 
pensate for their oblique movement relatively to 
the horizontal line of travel of the material, and 
so that the mass in transit through the com 
pressor-section will be moved horizontally at thev 
same rate of travel as the mass in the delivery and 
spout-sections. This also prevents disarrange 
ment of the filling-material during its vertical 
compression. For this purpose, the sprockets 41 
and 64 have slightly larger pitch-diameters than 
the sprockets which drive the conveyor-chains ` 
32 and the spout conveyor-chains, and the drive 
shafts for all of the drive-sprockets are driven at 
the same> speed.v The compressor-chains 33 and 
63 are preferably provided with lugs 33’ and 63’ 
for more effectively gripping the filler-mass as. 
itis advanced and compressed between said 
chains. ' . 

The conveyor-chains are driven from an elec 
tric motor 13 by mechanism which comprises a 

' belt 14 driven by the motor; pulley 15 driven by 
belt 14;. shaft 16 which is mounted in journals 
on frame-plates 38; bevel-gear 18 fixed to one 
end of shaft 16; bevel-gear 19 meshing with gear 
18 and fixed to vertical shaft 80; gear 8| ñxed to’ 
shaft 88; gear 82 meshing with gear 8| and fixed 

so?, 

to shaft 52 which carries the sprockets 5| for ’ 
driving the spout-conveyor-chains 34; gear 83 
splined to and slidable on Vertical shaft 8|); and 
gear 84 meshing with gear 83 and splined to cross 
shaft 12 for driving the sprockets 61 for the 
upper conveyor-chains 66. 
Shaft 50, which carries the sprockets 41 for 

driving the lower compressor-chains 33, is driven 
from the shaft 52 by a sprocket 85 iixed to oneend 
of shaft 52, a sprocket-chain 86 driven by sprocket 
85, and a sprocket 81 driven by said chain ̀ and 

fixed to one end of the shaft 58. Shaft 41, which 
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carries sprockets 46 for driving chains 32 of the 
delivery-section, is driven from shaft 50 by a 
sprocket 89 fixed to the latter shaft, a sprocket 
chain 99 and a sprocket 9| ñxed to one end of 
shaft ä'l. Shaft H, which carries sprockets B4, 
which drive the upper compressor-chains 63, is 
driven by a sprocket 92, which is fixed to one end 
of shaft i2, a sprocket-chain 93 driven by 
sprocket 92 and a sprocket-wheel 94 fixed to one 
end of shaft il. 
Shafts 52, 12, ll'i, 5t, and 'H which drive the 

conveyors, are driven at the same speed. The 
sprockets 6'! and 5i for the spout-conveyors and 
the sprockets 46 for the delivery conveyors are of 
the same size so that the conveyor-chains 32, 34, 
and 66 will' advance the ñlling material at a uni 
form rate of travel and sprockets 64 and 49, which 
`drive the inclined compressor-conveyor-chains, 
are slightly larger in pitch-diameter than the 
sprockets for the delivery and spout-conveyors to 
cause the compressor-conveyors to be driven 
slightly faster but to advance the mass longitu 
dinally at the same rate of travel While simul 
taneously compressing it vertically. This in 
sures the vertical compression of the filler-mass 
and its advance through the machine at a uni 
form rate of travel which prevents the disar 
rangement of the ñlling and is of special impor 
tance when the filling comprises a series of 
springs, which would become deiiected or disar 
ranged if the material at the top moved diiîeren 
tially with respect to the material at the bottom. 
The carriers for the lower chains 32, 33, and 

34, with their drive-sprockets, are separately slid 
able on the drive-shafts 41, 59, and 52 transversely 
of the bed, so that transverse variation of the 
spacing between the carriers will correspond 
ingly adjust the conveyor-chains and their drive 
sprockets. The carriers for the upper compressor 
and spout conveyor-chains, with their drive 
sprockets, are slidable on the shafts 1I, 'l2 and 
chains 63 and 62, with their drive-sprockets, are 
movable with the carriers, respectively. All of 
the drive sprockets for the several conveyor 
chains are splined to, and slidable on, their re 
spective drive-shafts to maintain the driving re 
lation between the shafts and the conveyor 
chains in their different transverse adjustments. 
Mechanism for equidistantly and simultane 

ously adjusting the carriers for the upper and 
lower conveyor-chains, with their drive-sprockets, 
transversely to narrow the conveyor-structure of 
the machine, including the sides, for narrow 
mattresses and spreading it for wide mattresses, 
comprises a screw-shaft 9'! extending transverse 
ly through plates ¿lli of the entire series of lower 
carriers and a screw-shaft 98 extending through 
the plates 6l of the entire series of upper carriers, 
and gearing for conjointly rotating screw-shafts 
97, 98. Shaft 91 is adapted to be rotated manu 
ally, being provided with a polygonal end, so that 
a crank can be attached thereto. When screw 
shaft 91 is rotated, shaft 93 will be correspond 
ingly rotated by a gear 99 fixed to shaft 91, a gear 
|00 meshing with gear 99 and fixed to a vertical 
shaft IEJI, a gear 503 splined to shaft Iûl and a 
gear £94 fixed to screw-shaft 98 and meshing with 
gear |03. Screw-shafts 9T, 98 are each provided 
with right and left-hand threads, which engage 
nuts BEES which are fixed to the outermost car 
riers of the upper and lower series, respectively. 
These shafts extend loosely through all of the 
intermediate carriers so that rotation of the 
screw-shafts 9i, S3 in one direction will shift the 
outermost carriers together and reverse rotation 

3 
will spread them. The two centrally disposed 
carriers of the upper and the lower series are 
fixedly held against transverse movement ,by 
means, such as collars IE6 iixed to the drive 
shafts 52, 12, respectively. The groups of car 
riers between the central fixed carriers and the 
outermost carriers of the upper and lower series, 
which are shiftable through nuts |95 by shafts 
91, 98, are each shifted for uniform spacing by a 
system of crossed levers. Each of these systems 
comprises a series of parallel levers |09 and a 
series of parallel levers H9 which cross, and are 
pivoted at their crossings to, levers |09. The end 
levers l IíJ of each system are pivoted to an outer 
most carrier and the end levers m9 of the same 
system are pivoted to one of the central fixed 
carriers. A pair of intermediate levers, one from 
each series, is pivoted to each of the intermediate 
carriers, so that transverse movement of each 
outermost carrier will shift one entire system of 
crossed levers to equidistantly shift and space the 
intermediate carriers and conveyors mounted 
therein. Like systems of crossed levers are ap 
plied to the upper and lower carriers. This ex 
emplifies means for equidistantly spacing the 
carriers and conveyor-chains at both sides of the 
longitudinal center of the machine when the 
transverse adjusting mechanism is operated to 
rotate the screw-shafts 91, 93. 
Mechanism is provided for keeping the carriers 

and the conveyor-chains parallel in the trans 
verse adjustment thereof and while they are set 
for mattresses of diiïerent widths. For this p-ur 
pose, each lower carrier has a journal for a shaft 
Hll, which underlies the carrier. A pinion H5 
is fixed to each sha t H4. All of these pinions 
mesh with a transverse rack IDT which has its 
ends fixed to the supporting frame of the machine. 
Each shaft i I4 is connected by a universal joint 
i i8 to a shaft i l@ which underlies. the carrier and 
is journaled in bearings l E'l mounted on the car 
rier. Each shaft H6 has fixed thereto a pinion 
I i9, which meshes with a transverse rack l2@ 
which extends across the machine and has its 
ends fixed to the supporting frame of the machine. 
A pinion 522 is fixed to the rear end of shaft I H5. 
These pinions H22 mesh with a transverse rack 
!23 which extends across, and is fixed to, the 
transverse angle-bar 2d of the supporting-frame. 
A shaft E25 overlies, and is journaled'in bear 

ings on the top of, each of the upper carriers. 
Each shaft §25 has aflixed thereto a pinion E26 
which meshes with a transverse rack 12'! and ,a 
pinion §28 which meshes with a rack §29. Racks 
§21 and §29 have their ends fixed to the sup 
porting-framev for the upper carriers and con 
veyors. 

When the upper and lower carriers are adjust 
ed transversely, as the result of rotation of screw 
shafts 9'?, 953 and the crossed systems of levers, 
pinions i l5 will be shifted bodily and rotated by 
the ñxed rack Iû'l to rotate shafts Hd, liti which 
will impart rotation to pinions H9, 822 to cause 
all of the lower carriers to move rectilinearly. 
Simultaneously, the transverse movement of the 
upper carriers will bodily shift pinions H25, which 
mesh with fixed rack i2?, so they will rotate pin 
ions §28, which mesh with fixed rack i229, so that` 
the upper carriers and the conveyors mounted 
therein, will be adjusted rectilinearly. 
The carriers for the upper compressor and 

spout-conveyors are vertically adjustable for 
spacing them from the lower carriers and con 
veyors for producing mattresses of different 
thicknesses. Drive-shafts 7|, 'H2 and screw-shaft 
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are also iixed to said plates. 

98’ are carried in journals fixed to vertically ad 
justable plates |02V and transverse racks |21, |28 

These plates are 
fixed to standards |3| which are vertically slid 

z able in the Vstandards 2|, 22 of the stationary 
framework which supports the lower carriers so 
that all ofthe upper carriers and conveyors car 
ried by plates |02 may be unitarily raised or 
lowered. Mechanism for effecting this. vertical 
adjustment comprises a transverse shaft |35, 
which is rotatable by a crank and is journaled in 
the stationary framework and provided ̀ with va 
pair of worms |36; worm-gears |31 meshing with 
worms |36, respectively, longitudinal shafts |38, 
to which gears :|31 are fixed; and pinions |39 
fixed to shafts |38 and meshing with rack-teeth 
|48 on’the standards |3|. When the operator 
rotates shaft |35, plates |02 and all of the parts 
carried thereby, which include the upper com 
pressor and spout-chains, the carriers therefor, 
and the mechanism for transversely adjusting 
said carriers, will be raised or lowered as desired. 
Gear 93, which drives the sprocket-shaft 12 
through which the upper conveyor-chains are 
driven, is slidable on the vertical shaft 80 with 
standards |3| to maintain the driving connection 
forv the upper conveyors in all vertical settings. 
Gear |03 which operates the upper screw-shaft 
98 for transversely adjusting the upper carriers, 
is also slidable vertically with plates |02 to main 
tain operative relation between shaft |00 and 
said screw-shaft 98. ` This exempliñes mecha 
nism’ for vertically shifting the upper 'compressor 
and’ spout-conveyors and the carriers therefor 
for producing mattresses> of different thicknesses. 
'The chains for all of-the endless chain-con 

veyors are preferably of the roller-type and com 
prisellink-sides |40, cross-’pins |4I, and rollers 
|42. The edges of the links are curved inwardly 
between their round end-portions so the link will 
enter, engage and definitely advance the mass of 
material and so as to avoid slippage. The Vlongi 
tudinal channel-bars which guide the reaches of 
the chains which engage the filling, suchV as bars 

`f 35, 38, 43, 62, 'and 58 are each provided with a 
raised track |43 which is engaged by the rollers , 
to hold the active reaches of the chains in their 
paths with 'a minimum of frictional resistancei 
The peripheries of the rollers are inwardly of the 
edges of the links so the latter will project into 
the material. The side flanges on said bars, 
where they guide the material-engaging portions 
of the chains, are reduced in height so the chains 
will project from the bars and into the filling to 
effectively engage it. 
The operation of the machine is as follows: 

The operator will place the material for filling 
a mattress in the receiving-section so that it 
will be retained Von the Yconveyor-chains 32 and 
the bars 35 between the sides 45. A mattress 
casing a will be placed over the spout-section to 
receive the material. When the entire material 
for filling a mattress ̀ has been thus placed, the 
motor 13 is operated to drive the endless con 
veyor-chains 32, upper and lower compressor 
chains 33 and 63, and the spout-.chains 34, 66. 
The conveyor-chains 32 will feed the` material 
forwardly to the convergent endless compressor 
chains 33, 83, between which the material will 
be compressed from above and below, and fed » 
forwardly at the same rate of travel as the ma 
terial being advanced bythe chain-conveyors 32. 
During this compression, the material will be 
compressed from above and below so that its 
vertical center will correspond substantially with 
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the vertical center ofthe uncompressed mate 
rial and so as to prevent 'disarrangement ̀ of the 
material and the springs therein. 'I'he com 
pressor-chains deliver the compressed massïto 
the lower reach of the upper, and the upper reach 
of the lower, spout chain-conveyors, which will 
advance the compressed material into the cas 
ing and force the filled portion of the Vcasing 
away from the spout until the casing has been ’ 
completely filled. In this operation the material 
is definitely, continuously, . and uniformly ad 
vanced by the chain-conveyors which are spaced 
apart transversely. The compressed material 
will be definitely advanced by the spout-convey 
ors with a uniform density, so the material will 
be uniformly delivered into the casing. When 
it is desired to change the operative width of they 
machine for mattresses of different width, it is 
only necessary for the operator to rotate shaft 
91. by` means of a crank applied thereto, which 
will vary the transverse spacing between the car 
riers and conveyor-chains equidistantly and vsi 
multaneously. The sides 45 and 10 whichre 
tain the> material on the conveyors will be ad 
justed transversely simultaneously with the car 
riers so that the operator can stand close to the 
sides of the machine and conveniently place the 
filling-material in the receiving-section `of the 
macl‘iine.` `When the operator desires to set the 
machine for a mattress of different thickness, it 
is only necessary to rotate shaft |35 by means 
of a crank to raise or lower the upper conveyors 
and carriers «as desired. ' 

The invention is not to be understood as re-` 
stricted to the details set forth, since these may 
be modified within the scope of the appended 
claims, without departing form the spirit and 
scope of the invention'. ' 

Having thus described the invention, what we 
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is: ' ' 

1. In a machine for ñlling mattresses, the com 
bination of a supporting frame, means for hold 
ing a mattress-casing in position to be filled with 
a mass of material, means for> compressing and 
delivering the compressed filling material into 
the casing comprising a series of longitudinally 
movable conveyors for engaging and advancing 
the mass of filling material, the conveyors having 
transverse open spaces between them and being 
sufiicient in number to retain and convey the' 
mass along and over the open spaces, and means 
for driving the conveyors to deliver the material ' 
into the mattress-casing. 

2. In a machine for filling mattresses, the com 
bination of a supporting frame, means for hold 
ing a mattress-casing in position to be filled with 
a mass of material, means for compressing and 
delivering the compressed filling material into 
the casing, comprising a series of longitudinally 
movable endless conveyors for engaging and ad 
vancing the mass of filling material, the con-` 
veyors having transverse open spaces between 
them and being sufficient in number to retain 
and convey the mass over and along the open 
spaces, and means for driving the conveyors to 
deliver the‘material into the casing. ` 

3. In a machine for filling mattresses, the 
combination of a supporting frame, means for 
holding a mattress-casing in position to be filled 
Ywith a mass of material, means for compressing 
and delivering the compressed filling material 
into the casing comprising a series of longi 
tudinal carriers, a series of endless chains 
mounted on, and confined in, said carriers, re 
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spectively, for engaging and advancing the mass 
of filling material, the carriers having transverse 
open spaces between them, and being sutlicient 
in number to retain and convey the material over 
and along the open spaces, and means for driv 
ing the chains to deliver the material into the 
casing. 

4. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, 
a series ci longitudinally movable conveyors for 
engaging and advancing a mass of filling mate 
rial, said conveyors having transverse open 
spaces between them, being suilicient in number 
to retain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces between the conveyors and being 
transversely adjustable in the frame to vary 
the spacing between them for filling casingsof 
diiîerent widths, means for driving the con 
veyors., and means for delivering the material into 
a casing. 

5. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, a 
series of longitudinally movable endless conveyors 
for engaging and advancing a mass of ñlling 
material, said conveyors having transverse open 
spaces between them, being suiîicient in number 
to retain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces between the conveyors and being 
transversely adjustable in the frame to vary the 
spacing between them for ñlling casings of dif 
ferent widths, means for driving the conveyors, 
and means for delivering the material into a 
casing. 

6. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, 
a series of longitudinal carriers, longitudinal con 
veyor-chains mountedon said carriers, respec 
tively, for engaging and advancing a mass of iill 
ing material, said conveyors and carriers hav 
ing transverse open spaces between them, being 
suiiicient in ntunber to retain and convey the 
mass of material at the open spaces between the 
conveyors and being transversely adjustable in 
the frame to vary their spacing for ñlling casings 
of diñerent widths, means for driving the con 
veyors, and means for delivering the material 
into a casing. 

'7. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, 
a series of longitudinally movable conveyors for 
engaging and advancing a mass of ñlling mate 
rial, said conveyors having transverse open spaces 
between them and being suflicient in number to 
retain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces between the conveyors, mechanism 
for driving the conveyors to advance the filling, 
means for simultaneously and equidistantly ad 
justing the conveyors transversely to vary their 
spacing for casings of diiîerent widths, and means 
for delivering the ñlling „material into the cas 
mg. 

8. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, 
a series of longitudinal endless conveyors for en 
gaging and advancing a mass of iilling material, 
said conveyors having transverse open spaces be 
tween them and being sunîcient in number to 
retain and convey the mass or" material at the 
open spaces between the conveyors, mechanism 
for driving the conveyors to advance the ñlling, 
means for simultaneously and equi'distantly ad 
justing the conveyors transversely to uniformly 
vary their spacing for casings of different widths, 
and means for delivering the filling material into 
a casing. 

9. A machine of thecharacter described, vcom 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, . 
longitudinal carriers supported by the frame, lon 
gitudinally movable conveyors individually 
mounted on the carriers for engaging and ad 
vancing filling material, the carriers and con 
veyors having transverse open spaces between 
them and being sufficient in number to retain 
and convey the mass of material at the open 
spaces between the conveyors, means for trans 
versely and conjointly adjusting the carriers and 
conveyors to vary their spacing for casings of 
different widths, mechanism for driving the con 
veyors to advance the material, and means for 
delivering the material into a casing. 

l0. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting frame, 
a series of longitudinal carriers supported by the 
frame, longitudinally movable endless conveyors 
separately mounted on the carriers for advanc 
ing a mass of filling material, the carriers hav 
ing transverse open spaces between them, the 
carriers and conveyors being suiiâcient in number 
to retain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces between the conveyors, means for 
transversely adjusting the carriers and conveyors 
to vary their spacing for casings of different 
widths, mechanism for driving the conveyors to 
advance the material, and means for delivering 
the material into» a casing. 

l1. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of ̀a series of lower longi 
tudinally movable conveyors for engaging and ad 
vancing ñlling material, upper and lower series of 
longitudinally movable conveyors for compress 
ing material, the conveyors of all of said series 
having transverse open spaces between them and 
being sufiicient in number to retain and convey 
the mass of material at the open spaces, means 
adapted to extend into and deliver the material 
into a casing, individual longitudinally extending 
supports for the conveyors respectively with cor-y 
responding spaces between them and means for 
driving all of the conveyors. 

12. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a series of longitudinal 
endless conveyors for engaging and advancing 
ñlling material, upper and lower series of longi 
tudinal endless conveyors for compressing ma 
terial, the series of advancing conveyors and the 
upper and lower compressor conveyors having 
transverse open spaces between them and being 
sufñcient in number to retain and convey the 
mass of material at the open spaces, means adapt 
ed to extend into and deliver the material into 
a casing, individual longitudinally extending sup 
ports for the conveyors respectively with corre 
sponding spaces between them and means for 
driving all of the conveyors. 

13. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a series of longitudi 
nally movable lower conveyors for engaging and 
advancing ñlling material, upper and lower series 
of longitudinally movable conveyors for compress 
ing the material, longitudinally movable con 
veyors adapted to extend into and deliver the ma 
terial into a casing, all of the conveyors having 
transverse open spaces between them and being 
sufficient in number to retain and convey the 
mass of material at the open spaces individual 
longitudinally extending supports for the con 
veyors respectively with corresponding spaces 
between them and means for driving all of the 
conveyors. 

14. A machine of the character described, com 
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<prising the combination lof a series of longitudinal 
_endless conveyors for engaging and advancing 
filling material, `upper and lower series of longi 
tudinal endless conveyors for compressing ma` 
terial, longitudinal endless ̀ conveyors adapted to l 
>extend into and deliver the material into a cas 

Y ing, all of the conveyors having transverse spaces 
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between them and being suiiicient in number to . 
retain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces between `the conveyors, ‘individual 
longitudinally extending supports for the con 
veyors respectively >with corresponding spaces be 
tween them and means for driving all :of the 
conveyors. ` 

15. A machine of the vcharacter, described, ̀ com 
prisingthe combination of a series of transversely 
spaced longitudinally movable lower conveyors for 
engaging and advancing iilling material, upper 
and lower series of transversely-spaced longi 
tudinallymovableconveyors for compressing the 
material, transversely spaced longitudinally mov 
able conveyors adapted to extend into and rdeliver 
the'material into >a casing, means for `conjointly 
adjusting‘the several-series of conveyors to vary 
their spacing for casings of different width, ̀ and 
means >for driving vall of the conveyors. 

16. A machine of Vthev character described,icom 
prising the combination of a series of transversely 
spaced ¿longitudinal endless conveyors Afor en 
gagingA and advancing filling material, upper and 
lower v»series of ltransversely-spaced longitudinal 
endlessconveyors lfor'compressing the material, 
transversely spaced longitudinal endless con 
veyorsadaptedto Íextend into and deliver thema 
terial >into a casing, means for -conjointly -ad 
justing` the several seriesof conveyors to vary 
their spacing for casings of different width, 'and 
means for driving all of the fconveyors. 

17. A machine of thek character described, com 
prising the combination of a-supporting-frame, a 
series of longitudinally-operated receiving-con 
veyors, :a series of longitudinally-operating ̀ com 
pressor-conveyors, afseries` Aoiî spout-conveyors, a 
series of separate carriers-in whichfthe 'longitudi 
nelly-aligned conveyors of the three ¿series `are 
mounted, mechanism for ¿adjusting the ¿carriers 
transversely for casings of-diii‘erent widths, `and 
mechanism :for driving the conveyors. I » 

. 18. A machine of thecha-racter described, com 
prising the combination of'a supporting-frame, a 

Y series of longitudinally-operated ¿receiving-con 
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veyors, series »of upper and lower longitudinally# 
operating compressor-conveyors, »series of upper 
and lower spout-conveyors, `a series of separate 
carriers in which the,longitudinally-aligned con 
veyors of the receiving and lower compressor and 
spout conveyors are mounted, a series of separate 
carriers-in which the »conveyors of the upper-com 
pressor and spout-conveyors are mounted, mech 
anism for simultaneously Iadjusting the >carriers 
transversely for casings of different widths, and 
mechanism for driving the conveyors. 

19. InV a machineof the. character described, 
the combination of ̀ a vsupporting-frame, a con 
veyor-section supported >by the frame, for receiv 
ing the ñlling material, coacting upper and 'lower 
conveyors for compressing the material, the lower 
being inclined upwardly from thereceiving-sec 
tion, `the upper beingV correspondingly inclined 
downwardly from the receiving-section, a -spout 

' section .into which the vcompressed material »is 
delivered, andfmeans for driving the compressor- 
conveyors. I ' 

20. In a machine of the character described, 
the combination vof a supporting-frame, ya >con 

veyor-section supported by the frame for receiv 
ing the iilling material, series `of transversely 
spaced coacting endless upper and lower con 
veyors for compressing the material, the lower 
kbeing inclined upwardly from the receiving-sec- .r 
tion, the upper being correspondingly inclined 
downwardly from the receiving-section, a spout 
section into which the compressed material is 
delivered, 'and means for' driving the compressor 
conveyors. . y 

21. A machine of thecharacter describedfcom 
prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 

` means for receiving filling-material and advanc 
ing it longitudinally, compressing-means to which 
the material is delivered, series of longitudinal 
driven upper and lower conveyors forming a 
spout and adapted tofextend and deliver the mate 
rial into a mattress-casing, the-conveyors form 
»ing the spout having transverse open spaces 
between them and being suiîìcient in number to 
vretain and convey the mass of material at the 
open spaces, and mechanism for driving said 
conveyors. ' 

22. A machine of the character described, 
comprising the combination ~of a supporting 
frame, means for receiving ñlling-materlal and 
advancing it longitudinally, compressing-means` 
to which'the material is delivered, series of longi.. 
tudi'nal» driven upper and lowerendless 4conveyors 
forming a spout and adapted to extend and cie-` 

, liver the material into a mattress-casing, ‘the 
conveyors forming the spout having transverse 
open spaces between them and being sumlcient in 
number to retain and convey'the mass of material 
at the open spaces, and mechanism for driving ` 
said Conveyors. ' . 

23. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 
means for receiving filling-material andv advanc 
ing it longitudinally, compressing-means tok which 
the material is deliveredfa 'series 'of upper and 
a series oflower longitudinal’ conveyors Iorming‘a 
spout 4and adapted to extend and deliver the 
material into ya mattress-casing, said conveyors 
having transverse 'open spaces Abetween them andl 
being ̀ suiiìcient in vnumber to retain ’and convey 
themass of materialY at the open spaces between 
the conveyors and mechanism ~for driving said 
conveyors. . 

24. Amachine of the character described, com 
prising the »combination of a supporting-frame. 
means for receiving filling-material andadvanc 
ing it longitudinally, compressing-means to which 
the material is delivered, longitudinal driven fup 
per and »lower conveyors forming` a spout yand 
adapted to extend "and deliver the material into a 

, mattress-casing, the conveyors having transverse 
open spaces between them and Ibeing sufficient in 
number to retain and convey themass of material 
at the open spaces between the conveyors, means 

25 

for vertically adjusting the upper conveyors for k 
iillingf mattresses of different thickness„,and 
mechanism for driving said conveyors.' i. 

`25. A machine of the `character described, 
comprising the combinationîj of a supporting 
frame, a section for receiving the filling mate 
rial, coacting upper andy lower chain-conveyors 
for compressing and advancing the materiaL‘the 
lower of which is inclined »upwardlyl from the 
receiving-section, and the upper of which isocr 
respondingly` inclined downwardly from the ‘re 
ceiving-section, meansfor driving the compress 
ing-conveyors `and a spoutA to which the *com 
presser-conveyors ̀ deliver material. ` Í 

26. A machine of the character described, î'com 
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prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 
a section for receiving the filling material, series 
of coacting upper and lower longitudinal trans 
versely-spaced endless conveyors for compressing 
and advancing the material, the lower series being 
inclined upwardly from the receiving-section, the 
upper series being correspondingly inclined down 
wardly from the receiving-section, and means for 
driving the compressing-conveyors and a spout 
to which the compressor-conveyors deliver 
material. 

2'7. A machine of the character described, com 
prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 
a bed for a mass of filling-material comprising 
transversely-spaced and transversely-adjustable 
longitudinally movable conveyor-members, trans 
versely-movable sides for holding the material 
on the bed, means for conjointly adjusting the 
sides and the members for filling casings of differ 
ent widths, and means for delivering the mate 
rial into a casing. ‘ 

28. A machine of the character described coin 
prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 
a bed for a mass of ñlling-material comprising 
transversely-spaced and transversely-adjustable 
lower and upper longitudinally movable con 
veyors, transversely-movab-le sides for holding the 
material on the bed, means for conjointly ad 
justing the sides and the conveyors for filling 
casings of different widths, and means for deliver 
ing the material into a casing. 

29. A machine of the character described com 
prising the combination of a supporting-frame, 
a bed for a mass of filling material comprising 
upper and lower series of transversely-spaced and 
transversely-adjustable bars and longitudinal 
conveyor-members carried by the bars, upper and 
lower transversely-movable sides for holding the 
material, and attached to the outermost bars, 
means for conjointly adjusting the sides and the 
bars for filling casings of diiîerent widths, and 
means for delivering the material into a casing; 
30. In a machine for filling mattresses, the com 

bination of a supporting frame, means for holding 
a mattress-casing in position to receive a com 
pressed mass of ñlling material, means for com 
pressing ancl filling the casing with the material 
'comprising longitudinally movable endless con 
veyor chains for engaging and advancingthefilling 
material, longitudinal bars for guiding the chains', 
respectively, the chains and bars having open and 
transverse spaces between them .and being suffi 
cient in number to retain the mass of material 
at the open spaces, drive sprockets at -one end of 
the conveyor chains, narrow fixed members on 
the opposite ends of the bars for guiding the op 
posite looped ends of the conveyors, and means 
for driving the sprockets to advance the mate 
rial into the casing. 

31. In a machine for filling mattresses, the 
combination of a supporting frame, means for 
holding a mattress-casing in position to receive 
the filling material, means for compressing and 
ñlling the casing with the material comprising 
transversely spaced longitudinally movable end 
less conveyor chains for engaging and advancing 
the filling material, transversely spaced longi 
tudinal bars for guiding the chains, respectively, 
the conveyor chains comprising rollers and links, 
the bars having tracks engaged by the rollers, 
and flanges at the outer sides of the links, and 
mechanism for conjointly driving the chains to 
advance the material. 

32. In a machine for filling mattresses, the 
combination of a supporting frame, means for 

7 
holding a mattress-casing in position to- receive 
the filling material, means for compressing and 
filling the casing with the material comprising 
transversely spaced longitudinally movable end 
less conveyor chains for engaging and advanc 
ing the ñlling material, transversely spaced lon 
gitudinal bars for guiding the chains, respective 
ly, the conveyor chains comprising rollers> and 
links, the bars having tracks engaged by the roll 
ers and channels in which the chain-links are 
held transversely, and mechanism for conjointly 
driving the chains to advance the material into 
the casing. 

33. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supporting-frame, lower transversely 
adjustable, longitudinally-movable conveyors 
supported by the frame, upper' transversely-ad 
justable, longitudinally-movable conveyors, sup 
porting-means for the upper conveyors supported 
for vertical movement by the frame, mechanism 
for raising and lowering the upper conveyors, 
upper and lower endless conveyors forming a 
spout for delivering material into- a casing, the 
lower spout-conveyors being supported by the 
frame, the upper spout-conveyors being movable 
with the Vertical supporting-means for the ñrst 
mentioned upper conveyors, mechanism for driv 
ing the conveyors, and mechanism for raising 
and lowering said supporting-means. 

34. A mattress-filling machine comprising the 
combination of a supporting-frame, a section for 
receiving the filling comprising a longitudinally 
movable conveyor, coacting upper and lower con 
veyors for compressing and advancing the mate 
rial from the receiving-section, the lower or" which 
is inclined upwardly from the receiving-section, 
and the upper of which is inclined downwardly 
from the receiving-section, a spout to which theA 
compressor-conveyors deliver the material, mech 
anism for driving the receiving-conveyor, and 
mechanism for driving the compressing-convey 
ors at a higher rate of travel than the receiving 
conveyor to cause the material to move horizon 
tally at a uniform rate of travel in the receiving 
section and between the compressing-conveyors. 

35. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supporting frame, means for longitu 
dinally advancing and compressing a mass of_ 
filling-material, upper and lower series of lon 
gitudinal endless substantially parallel conveyors 
forming a spout adapted to extend and ldeliver 
the material into a mattress-casing, having trans 
verse open spaces between them, sufficient in 
number to support the mass of material between 
the conveyors, and transversely adjustable to vary 
the spacing between them for ñlling casings of 
different widths, and mechanism for driving said 
conveyors. 

36. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supporting frame, means for longi 
tudinally advancing and compressing a mass of 
filling-material, upper and lower series of longi 
tudinal endless substantially parallel conveyors 
forming a spout adapted to extend and deliver the 
material into a mattress-casing, having trans 
verse open spaces between them, suñicient in 
number to support the mass of material between 
the conveyors, and transversely adjustable to vary 
the spacing between them for ñlling casings of 
diiïerent widths, mechanism for equidistantly and 
conjointly adjusting the conveyors transversely, 
and mechanism for'driving said conveyors. 

37. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supporting frame, means for longi 
tudinally advancing and compressing a mass of 
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mung-material, upper" andflo'werV series of lónà 
gitudinal endless substantiallyV parallel 'conveyors 
forming a spout, adapted vto extend and deliver , 
the material into a mattress-casing, having trans 
verse open ‘spaces between them, sufficient inl 
number to support the mass of material between 
them, individual longitudinal guides for the spout 
conveyors, and mechanism. for driving said con 
veyors. l v 

38. In a mattress-ñlling machine, the combina 
tion of a supporting frame,~ means for longitudi 
nally advancing andA compressing a mass of fill 
ing-material, upper and lower series of longitu 
dinal endless substantially> parallel conveyors 
forming a spout adapted to deliver the material 
into the casing, having transverse open spaces 
between them suñicient in number to support the 
mass of material between the conveyors,l and 
transversely adjustable in the frame to Vary the 
spacing between them for ñlling casings of dif 
ferent widths, individual longitudinal guides for, 
and adjustable with, the 'spout-conveyors, and 
mechanism for driving said conveyors. 

`39. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supporting frame, means for longi 

‘ tudinally advancing and compressing a mass of 

2,110,959 
ñlling-materiaL upper and lower series of longi 
tudinal' ` endless substantially> parallel chains 
forming a'spout adapted to rdeliver' the material 
into the casing, having transverse open‘spaces 
between them, sumcient in number to support 
the mass of material between the conveyors, in- ' 
dividual supporting bars having channels for the - 
conveyors, ñxed narrow guides on the outer endsy 
of the bars around which the chains are looped, 

' and mechanism for driving said chains. , ‘Y 

40. In a mattress-filling machine, the combi 
nation of a supportingframe, means for longi 
tudinally advancing and compressing a mass of 
filling-material, upper and lower series of longi 
tudinal endless substantially parallel chains form 
ing a spout adapted to deliver the material into 
the casing,` having transverse open spaces be 
tween them, suñ‘lcient in number to support the 
mass of material between the conveyors, indi 
vidual supporting bars having channels in the 
top and bottom thereof in which the oppositely 

^ moving reaches of the chains are guided, respec 
tively, and mechanism for driving the chains. 

JOSEPH W. DROLL. 
ALEX H. oLsoN. ‘ 


